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Chapter 13

Developing Domain Applications
In Part I of this book, we learned the tools to build a basic domain model

using Naked Objects, while in Part II we learned some techniques to

create a much more sophisticated model using idioms, patterns, and

other OO principles, as well as how to test our application.

Part III of the book focuses on practices to develop, integrate, and

deploy DDD applications written using Naked Objects. In this chapter,

we’re going to identify a number of ways to deploy Naked Objects, dis-

cuss why you might choose one over another, and see how this impacts

exactly what you need to develop in each of these cases. Subsequent

chapters in this final part of the book will explore these deployment

options in more detail.

We’ll continue to use CarServ during Part III, but in a slightly different

way than in the previous two parts. Since we are integrating with other

technologies, it isn’t practical (or relevant) for me to explain all the non–

Naked Objects code that we are integrating with. So, from here on, the

CarServ downloads are already complete, and I ask you to download

them so we can review the code. But if you aren’t at your computer as

you read the book, then don’t worry; all the relevant code snippets are

also listed in the book.

In this chapter, we’re also going to discuss development practices. Dif-

ferent activities are involved in developing enterprise applications, and

to be effective, we need to think about how they are done and also when

they are done. But let’s start off the discussion by considering what it

is exactly we’re aiming to develop and integrate.
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Figure 13.1: Interactions within a layered architecture

13.1 The Layered Architecture

Back in Section 1.5, How Naked Objects Helps with DDD, on page 36,

we briefly discussed how Naked Objects helps DDD by rigorously en-

forcing the separation between the domain layer and the other layers of

the architecture. One of the points that Evans makes is that domain-

driven design requires only one particular layer—the domain layer—to

exist. Using Naked Objects helps ensure that this domain layer has in

it all the business logic that it should.

But what of the other layers? What are their responsibilities? Well:

• The presentation layer has the logic for rendering a user interface

through which the user can interact with the application.

• The application layer has the logic that manages the user’s cur-

rent session- and conversation-level state and possibly controls

interactions between those states.

• The domain layer (as we know) holds the business logic applicable

to all users and all applications, that is, across the entire domain.

• The persistence layer (perhaps labeled more generally as an infras-

tructure layer) is where domain object state and perhaps applica-

tion logic state is stored.

One of the main purposes of an architecture is to define and ideally

constrain how these layers interact. After all, if any object could inter-

act with any other object irrespective of layering, then the architecture

wouldn’t really be providing much organization. In Figure 13.1, we see

the typical interactions between these four layers.
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For example, to view an object, follow these steps:

1. The presentation layer asks to read the state of existing objects.

2. The application layer interacts with the persistence layer to re-

trieve the objects from storage.

3. The application layer reads the state of the retrieved objects and

assembles it to be returned to the presentation layer.

If we are modifying an object, then the interactions are similar, but

there is an additional step:

1. The presentation layer requests to modify the state of existing

objects.

2. The application layer interacts with the persistence layer to re-

trieve the objects from storage.

3. The application layer modifies state of the object(s); in Naked Ob-

jects terms, this means modifying a property/collection or invok-

ing an action.

4. The application layer flushes any changes of state to the persis-

tence layer.

In the diagram, I’ve shown the application layer interacting directly with

the persistence layer. This is simplifying things slightly; using DDD

terminology, the application layer would probably call a domain service

or repository whose interface is part of the domain layer but whose

implementation is within the persistence layer. The diagram also doesn’t

show how domain objects can be retrieved from the persistence layer

by traversing associations. But the diagram is close enough for our

purposes.

Let’s now relate this to the various deployment options.

13.2 Deployment Options

Naked Objects provides four ways to deploy our domain applications.

“Pure Pojo” Deployment Option

As we’ve seen, domain classes written to follow the Naked Objects pro-

gramming model are basically pojos. There’s therefore nothing to stop

us from taking our domain model and deploying it with a handcrafted

presentation layer, persistence layer, and everything else required. This
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option

is the pure pojo deployment option. In effect, we restrict Naked Objects’

use solely to the development environment.

We discuss this option in more detail in Chapter 14, Naked Objects as

a Design Tool, on page 273. But let’s move onto our next deployment

option where Naked Objects starts working for us in the runtime envi-

ronment too.

“Embedded Metamodel” Deployment Option

While a pure pojo deployment requires custom code for every layer, with

an embedded metamodel deployment we use the Naked Objects meta-

model to enforce the business rules (such as @Disabled or @MaxLength)

that are intrinsic to the domain.

In Figure 13.2, we can see a modified version of the previous diagram,

this time embedding the metamodel. The interactions between the lay-

ers are ultimately the same, but the metamodel does all the interaction

with the domain objects on our behalf. We still handcraft the presen-

tation layer and persistence layer, and we provide a runtime context to

enable the metamodel to interact with our custom persistence layer.

With this option we’re still doing a good deal of the work in handling all

of the persistence concerns, and in Chapter 15, Integrating with Web

Frameworks, on page 283, we’ll see what this means with a fully worked

example. But let’s now look at our next deployment option where we

leverage a little more of Naked Objects’ functionality.
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“Custom Presentation” Deployment Option

The next step on from embedded metamodel is to allow Naked Objects

to handle persistence as well and only write a custom presentation

layer. For want of a better name, this is the custom presentation deploy-

ment option.

Again, there’s a full worked example of this option in Chapter 15, Inte-

grating with Web Frameworks, on page 283, demonstrating how you

can evolve from one option to the next.

Note that asking Naked Objects to do the persistence for us doesn’t nec-

essarily mean there is no work to do here. True, the in-memory object

store we’ve used for prototyping requires no configuration. However,

in production, we will most likely use a relational database, so Naked

Objects’ own persistence mechanisms will require some configuration.

Indeed, this is the topic of Chapter 16, Integrating with the Database,

on page 301.

Let’s now go on one further step to examine the final deployment option.

“Full Runtime” Deployment Option

With a full runtime deployment, we are basically deploying the same

application that we’ve prototyped, but with a properly persistent (rather

than in-memory) object store and possibly a different viewer. The full

Naked Objects runtime is deployed and takes care of the presentation

layer, application layer, and persistence for us automatically. Again,

depending on the persistence mechanism used, there may be some

integration work, but that is pretty much the only work we need to do.

However, we needn’t restrict ourselves to the two viewers we’ve used

thus far. Naked Objects has a number of sister projects that provide

other viewers. Some of these viewers offer customization capabilities,

blurring the boundaries between this deployment option and the pre-

vious one. We’re going to look at this option in detail in two chapters,

Chapter 17, Integrating Within the Enterprise, on page 325 and Chap-

ter 18, Deploying the Full Runtime, on page 347.

So, there’s more detail on the “how to” for all of these options in the

chapters that follow, but we still need to decide why you might choose

one option over another.
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13.3 Which Option to Choose?

Two key factors will determine which deployment option you select. The

first is a good old-fashioned risk/benefit assessment; how much frame-

work code are you happy to deploy into your own production environ-

ment? The second relates to the type of user using your application.

Let’s explore each in turn.

Assessing Risk/Benefit

If you’ve ever tried to introduce some new technology or framework into

your workplace, I suspect you have encountered some pushback. The

architects will want to know about its scalability, performance, and

reliability; the CIO might want to know about licensing costs; the pro-

duction support manager will want to know what support options are

available; and so on it goes. Realistically, you can expect the same types

of questions if you argue to adopt Naked Objects in your organization.

To help make your case, the following table summarizes where frame-

work or custom code is used for each of the options:

Option Presentation Application Domain Persistence

Pure Pojo Custom Custom Custom Custom

Embedded

Metamodel

Custom Custom /

Framework

Custom Custom

Custom

Presentation

Custom Framework Custom Framework

Full

Runtime

Framework Framework Custom Framework

What that means is:

• A pure pojo deployment introduces no particular risk because

Naked Objects isn’t part of the deployment. You are basically using

Naked Objects as a design tool in the same way that you might

otherwise have used a UML case tool.

• An embedded metamodel deployment does include an element of

Naked Objects technology in the runtime deployment, so although

you get some benefit, you might also equate that with some risk.

• The custom presentation layer is further along the scale; now you

are relying on the framework to take care of persistence for you.
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• And the full runtime deployment option of course provides the

most bang for your buck, but by the same token some will view it

as the riskiest.

Of course, one could argue this the other way: there’s at least as much

likelihood of a defect in custom written code as there would be in frame-

work code. Even so, most developers I know would rather contend with

a bug in their code than a bug in some framework code (even if that

framework’s code is open source).

How you determine the risk/benefit I’ll leave to you and your team, but

there’s also a second factor that you should take into account.

Matching Deployment Option to User Experience

The other factor to consider is the background and skill level of the user

audience. Here’s a useful distinction, originally made by Alan Cooper:1

• A sovereign application is one that its user would use intensively

for several hours at a time, and often every day.

Examples include a word processor for a writer or an IDE for a

developer. The UNIX shell is also a good example.

• A transient application, on the other hand, is one used for much

briefer periods, and often much more occasionally.

An example might be a time-tracking application. Kiosk applica-

tions also fall into this category, as do many websites.

The object-oriented UIs provided by Naked Objects are generic in nature

(they work for any domain), but that means they are not particularly

suitable for transient applications. There are two reasons for this. First,

a casual user will not know and does not care for the subtleties or com-

plexity of the domain model; they need to be presented with the min-

imum necessary to get the task at hand done. A custom presentation

layer may bear very little relation to the underlying domain model.

The second reason why Naked Objects’ object-oriented interfaces are

not suitable for transient applications is that a casual user generally

needs explicit guidance in how to actually use the application. Tran-

sient applications therefore tend to be more task- or process-oriented,

with lots of step-by-step wizards. The next time you fly, consider the

1. The original citation was the online article “Your Program’s Posture” published on

Cooper’s website, http://www.cooper.com. However, the article is no longer available.
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Using Presentation Models

The presentation layer of most transient applications still inter-
acts with the underlying domain model; it just selects which
objects, collections, and actions to expose, and often it aggre-
gates information from several objects into a single screen.

Some DDD practitioners go further than this, though, by cre-
ating a separate simplified model just for presentation pur-
poses, sometimes called a presentation model. This presenta-
tion model is then linked back to the domain model.

We should be careful if we do this, though, because it can
undermine the idea of a ubiquitous language. The presenta-
tion model underpinning the presentation layer (which after all
is what the business users see) effectively defines one vocab-
ulary, while the classes of domain model within the domain
layer define another. It’s difficult enough to ensure that a single
model is self-consistent; ensuring that these two vocabularies
match up can become a major problem.

If you really do believe that you need a simplified presentation
model, then of course you can use Naked Objects to develop
both the presentation model and the “real” domain model. If
deployed in the same physical tier of the system, then the inte-
gration between the two may be quite simple: the presentation
objects simply call the domain objects, with the real domain
objects always hidden from view. Alternatively, though, the pre-
sentation model may reside on one tier and the domain model
on another, in which case the integration effort to link the two
will be substantial.

kiosk application you use to check in at the airport. That is a classic

transient application. So, if you are building a transient application,

then you probably should choose a deployment option that allows you

to write your own presentation layer specific to your domain model.

All that said, most internal line-of-business operational systems fall

into the sovereign application category. Such users tend to have a good

understanding of the domain and need to understand the subtleties

of the domain. So, for these applications, the Naked Objects’ generic

OOUIs are ideal.
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Going down the generic OOUI route also leaves the door open to lever-

age future improvements in Naked Objects viewers. In Chapter 18,

Deploying the Full Runtime, on page 347, we see some of the newer

viewers currently in development, and the existing DnD viewer also has

a road map for future improvement. There’s also currently a lot of inno-

vation going on in user interface technology in general (think Ajax, Flex,

Silverlight, JavaFX, iPhone, Android), any of which could be platforms

for new (possibly customizable) viewers.

As mentioned in the introduction, the subsequent chapters in this final

part of the book go into the various deployment options in more detail.

But irrespective of which deployment option we select, we also need

to organize our development efforts. So, let’s now turn to consider the

development process—how we go about developing our applications.

13.4 Development Activities

You can develop domain applications with Naked Objects using any

development process—agile, waterfall, whatever. However, it’s worth

separating the three activities of exploration, implementation, and inte-

gration. Let’s start with exploration.

Exploration

During exploration, we use exploration stories to actively work with the

domain experts in the team, trying ideas and hunting for the domain

concepts and their broad responsibilities, in effect identifying the re-

quirements of the application. The domain experts will typically have a

number of key business problems to act as their focus, but we’re also

looking to understand the broader business processes, to understand

the actors (human or otherwise) involved in those processes, and to

figure out where the system boundary might be. It’s quite possible we

may solve some business problems by adjusting—outward or inward—

the scope of the system.

This sounds like a tall order, but because Naked Objects requires us

to write only the domain layer, it’s quite feasible for the team to rapidly

build working prototypes exercising the main domain concepts. A good

way to drive this is with a strong business analyst to guide a workshop

with the domain experts, along with a strong developer to act as scribe.

It’s even feasible to develop the prototype in real time, and it can be

quite exhilarating if you do.
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Agile Modeling

Scott Ambler describes a similar activity to exploration in his
book Agile Modeling [Amb02]. In Ambler’s world, what he is
doing is developing fairly classical UML diagrams, with the idea
being to do “just barely enough modeling” that implementa-
tion can start.

In exploration we’re trying to explore just barely enough of
the domain that we feel comfortable starting the main imple-
mentation work. What’s different, though, is that our models of
the domain are not UML diagrams but are functional Naked
Objects prototypes.

To organize these sessions, we need a fixture to represent the scenario

being explored. This can be a programmatic fixture (as described in

Chapter 4, Rapid Prototyping, on page 82), or alternatively you might

use a set of table fixtures (making up a “given,” as described in Chap-

ter 12, Scenario Testing, on page 231). One advantage of the FitNesse

approach is that you can also capture any working notes about the

scenario directly in the FitNesse wiki. It also leads very naturally into

the next activity (implementation) discussed. However, not every explo-

ration scenario necessarily gets implemented. That’s the point really;

there will be some dead ends. If using FitNesse from the start, then

make sure you clean up any such dead ends; you don’t want the wiki

to become an unmanaged jungle.

Code written during exploration should not have any tests. Tests and

test-driven development are an important way of driving out detailed

designs, but they aren’t appropriate during exploration; we’re still doing

requirements analysis. To use agile jargon, explorations are spikes.

It’s a good idea for the domain experts to take the outputs of the

exploration workshops and expose them to a wider audience. After all,

although the domain experts are empowered to represent the larger

business community, realistically they cannot know every detail and

nuance. The domain experts can take the working prototype, complete

with a realistic set of fixtures, and demonstrate it to their peers.
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Alternatively, the team can use a screen capture tool to provide an

animated and annotated walk-through of the prototype.2 These can be

made available on the Web and so reviewed by anyone (including per-

haps rank ’n’ file members of the user community) without having to

deploy any code onto users’ desktops.

In terms of practicalities, it’s a good idea to perform exploration in a

separate code branch, because the quality of the code may well be low,

especially if doing live coding in workshops. We’ll look more at this in

Section 13.5, Configuration Management, on the following page.

Let’s now move onto the next of our three activities, implementation.

Implementation

Following on from exploration is implementation, where we more for-

mally specify the requirements by confirming implementation stories

and writing scenario tests (the topic of Chapter 12, Scenario Testing,

on page 231) for those stories. The domain experts must decide on the

priority of the user stories, and the developers in the team provide the

estimates.

Whereas exploration code has no tests and uses a relatively broad

brush, implementation is where much of the effort in identifying subtle

business rules goes. We use scenario tests to verify these are imple-

mented correctly. If using table fixtures during exploration, you will

already have a “given” to represent your scenario; this will probably

represent the happy case (that is, when the system performs some-

thing useful). During implementation you should flesh out this “given”

by considering different “whens” and documenting more of the post-

conditions (in the “thens”). But you should spend even more time iden-

tifying alternative “givens” to represent the error scenarios (the sad

cases) as well as the happy case.

As we implement, we should be looking to apply the techniques in Part

II of the book; why invent the wheel when there are already idioms and

patterns to draw upon? And as we’ve seen, ensuring that the model

remains decoupled not only keeps it manageable, but it may also draw

out new concepts relating to the roles between the domain classes.

2. A good open source tool for creating animated demos is Wink

(http://www.debugmode.com/wink); another is CamStudio (http://www.camstudio.org). There

are also some very good commercial tools.
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It is possible to perform implementation on the same code branch as

exploration, but it’s risky. Remember that exploration code is written

without tests, and it’s easy to lose track of what code has formal tests

and what does not. It’s much better to start a new branch and discard

the exploration code as a spike. If you use the same code branch, then

don’t do too much exploration, and find a way by which you can switch

off any untested code so it doesn’t accidentally get released. For exam-

ple, you can annotate actions with @Exploration so that they won’t be

available in production.

Let’s now discuss the final of the three activities, integration.

Integration

The deliverable from implementation is a tested domain model that

supports the user stories identified. The integration activity that fol-

lows uses implementation stories where the focus is to bind this tested

domain model into the other layers of the application for a particular

deployment environment.

As discussed in Section 13.2, Deployment Options, on page 257, Naked

Objects supports a number of different deployment options allowing

us to mix and match framework code with custom code for each of

the layers of our application. The deployment option chosen directly

impacts the amount of work to be done during integration.

The output of the integration activity is a version of the application that

can be run end to end in a production-like environment. This is usually

the point where system testing (automated or manual) kicks in.

Integration may be performed in the same branch as implementation,

or the implemented code may be promoted into a different branch

where it is integrated.

In fact, let’s pull together the various suggestions on branching and put

them into context with the rest of the codebase.

13.5 Configuration Management

No matter what your development process is, you need a decent config-

uration management mechanism to control your code. Not only should

your source code control system do the usual things such as file ver-

sioning, but it should also support robust branching and merging of
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Figure 13.3: Suggested branching strategy

code. The ability for small teams to develop in parallel is especially

important if you are using agile development practices.

In Figure 13.3, we see a suggested branching strategy for exploration,

implementation, and integration. At the top we have the code currently

running in production. Below this is a branch for user acceptance test-

ing (UAT) and for system testing; this is the code being made ready

for the next production release. I’ve bundled UAT and system testing

together, but you might of course have several testing environments

(UAT, performance load testing, system test, and so on).

Underneath this we have a number of parallel developments, which I’ve

called features. Each has its own branch. The scope of these and their

duration will depend on your development process. They may last for

many months or even years, in which case project is probably a better

name. Or they may last just a few weeks; they could even be down to

an individual story. Whichever—they need to be substantial enough to

justify the effort of the keeping the branches in sync.

For a given feature/project/story, we have an exploration branch and

an implementation branch. Initial work is done in the exploration; once
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prototypes start popping out, we can start over in the implementation

branch. Optionally, we might do merges from exploration to implemen-

tation. Once implementation is done and the acceptance tests are pass-

ing, the code can be promoted up to the parent feature branch. This is

where integration can be performed.

Let’s also note the close relationship between branching and contin-

uous integration. With continuous integration, we use an automated

server to monitor the code branch. Whenever a code change is made

(which includes code catch-ups), then the server notices the change,

checks out the latest version of the code, compiles the code, and reruns

our tests. This keeps all the code within a branch consistent, providing

early visibility of any problems.

The diagram shown is just a suggestion, and there are several possi-

ble variations to it.3 You might decide not to have separate branches

for exploration and implementation; just be sure to understand the

risk here in mixing nontested code with tested code. You might also

want to perform integration in the same place as implementation. That

would probably mean just having an exploration branch and perform-

ing implementation in the parent feature branch.

You might also have an intermediary development branch between

UAT/system test and the feature branches. This would be a good place

for production defects to be fixed and minor enhancements to be imple-

mented. Or, this bug fix branch might be a peer of the feature branches.

The rule of thumb with branching is, only do so if you need to isolate

and decouple different pieces of work.

Of course, while we are working on our feature, other teams will be

working on their features, and production defects will be getting fixed.

It’s important to never let branches get too far out of sync with each

other, so every so often (every week, say) child branches should do a

code catch-up, that is, merge any changes from their parent down. Con-

versely, any completed work should be promoted (merged back to its

parent). We should always do a catch-up before a promotion, though,

and rerun any regression tests to minimize the chance of breaking code

in the parent once we promote.

3. A very useful white paper on branching strategies is available from Microsoft at

http://www.codeplex.com/BranchingGuidance. Although it targets its (rather good) Team

Foundation Server product, much of its advice is generally applicable.
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DDD
in context. . .

Continuous Integration

Continuous integration (CI) means continually verifying that the
current codebase is sound.

In practical terms, this usually means running a CI server that
continually monitors the source code repository for a particular
branch. If there is more than one branch, then there is more CI
“job” setup.

The CI job compiles the latest version of the code and runs
all regression tests whenever a change is detected. Most CI
servers also come with monitors to alert team members working
on that branch if the tests fail.

Configuration management is hardly the most glamorous of subjects,

but its importance cannot be underestimated. Indeed, robust config-

uration management combined with continuous integration is pretty

much a prerequisite if you want to use agile development practices.

There’s an overhead in keeping all those plates spinning, of course, but

it more than pays for itself in terms of being able to ship our regular

releases month after month.

We’ll finish off this chapter with a suggestion as to how you might work

more effectively.

13.6 Working Effectively

Your overarching development process will influence the amount of

time between the three activities of exploration, implementation, and

integration.

If you are a waterfall shop, then these activities naturally correspond to

project phases: exploration will happen in an exploration phase lasting

several months, followed by an implementation phase again of several

months, followed by an integration phase again of, well, whatever.

If you are an agile shop, then the activities of exploration, implemen-

tation, and integration are performed user story by user story, each

activity done on a just-in-time basis. You may well be used to counting
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Figure 13.4: Consciously defer work.

the user story as “done” only once all the activities are complete (if fully

integrated). However, this changes under Naked Objects. Instead, you

must separate your original user stories into exploration stories, imple-

mentation stories, and integration stories. Typically the exploration will

happen in iteration n; the implementation will happen in iteration n+2,

and the integration will happen in iteration n+4 or n+5. This is illus-

trated in Figure 13.4.

What we are doing by introducing these gaps is consciously deferring

work that might never need to be done. The gap between exploration

and implementation is needed to allow for feedback “from the field”;

something missed by the domain expert could invalidate any imple-

mentation stories. Similarly, a gap is also needed between implemen-

tation and integration to allow the team to deepen their design as fur-

ther stories are implemented. Any integration work done prematurely

as the domain model is still stabilizing would only need to be redone.

This also means that deployment options that require more integration

work should have a longer gap, but in any event it shouldn’t be less

than two to three iterations if using agile development practices.

Coming Up Next

In this chapter, we talked about the various ways to deploy a domain

application developed using Naked Objects, identified the main activ-

ities that make up the development process, saw how to use configu-

ration management to manage these activities, and discussed how we

can prevent rework by consciously deciding when to decide.
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Deciding When to Decide

If I own a “buy” option to purchase a stock for $100 and the
price goes up to $110, that option still lets me buy for the original
cheaper price. I can then immediately sell the stock and take
my profit. So, that buy option itself has a worth based on the
length of time it is valid and the volatility of the underlying stock.
If the stock doesn’t go up, then of course I don’t exercise the
option. I still had to buy the option in the first place, so I am
down on the deal. The wonderful world of derivatives!

Chris Matts and Olav Maasen use the term real options to apply
similar thinking to software development.∗ If I defer implemen-
tation or integration work, then I am in effect buying the option
to change my mind. If I do change my mind, then I’ve exercised
the option by saving more downstream rework. But if I don’t
change my mind (that is, the analysis was spot-on first time),
then overall the cost of development will be more because it
would have been more efficient to just do the exploration, inte-
gration, and implementation all in one go.

The gap between the steps is therefore a function of how much
uncertainty there is in the requirements and how much work
you would incur to redo the later steps.

∗. For more details, see http://www.infoq.com/articles/real-options-enhance-agility.

The remaining chapters in Part III go into more detail on the deployment

options. We start with the pure pojo option where we use Naked Objects

solely in the development environment as a design tool.

Exercises

Consider the most recent enterprise application that you worked on.

Was it a sovereign application or a transient application? If it was a

sovereign application, what accommodation did it make for being used

by users who have a deep understanding of the domain? How much

of the user interface might be considered generic, and how much was

specific to the domain?

It’s good practice to have a continuous integration (CI) environment

running on your code branch, and certainly you should by the time you

get into implementing user stories. Luckily, if using Maven (which we
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are), it’s very easy to do this using the open source Hudson continuous

integration server.4

Therefore, check in your code to a supported source code repository

(Subversion is a good bet), and then have a go at setting up Hudson.5

Plenty of blogs show how to do it, so with a following wind, it might only

take five minutes.

4. Hudson is downloadable from http://hudson.dev.java.net.
5. Subversion is downloadable from http://subversion.tigris.org.
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